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Gruv Gear’s SLNG Is A Must For The New Normal
A Small, Everyday Carry Bag Perfect For Organizing Everyday Essentials

Orange County, California (November 3rd, 2020) – Gruv Gear is delighted to present the SLNG, a small, ingeniously designed, everyday carry bag, perfect for organizing daily essentials like face masks, hand sanitizer, no touch tools and more when about town or travelling.

The SLNG, which can be worn cross-sling or fanny pack style, is made of tough, water-repellent 1680D Oxford fabric. The rear of the bag, where it rests against the body, is made of breathable, cushioned air mesh keeping the wearer dry and cool. The strap of the SLNG is made from hardwearing, branded seatbelt webbing which is adjustable from 48cm (18.9") to 130cm (51.2"). An Extension Utility Strap option adds another 30cm (12") to the length, plus a convenient elastic pocket and cord organizer.

Comfortably small, it is large enough to keep many daily belongings close to hand; facemasks, hand sanitizer, no touch tools, keys, phone and charger, headphones, wallet, and more. The SLNG’s internal mesh compartments make it easy to organize everything whilst keeping the bag remarkably lightweight at the same time. The storage offered by the SLNG is safe and secure, minimizing the risk of anything falling out or being removed by thieves.

The SLNG is also packed with tech. It features RFID shields to protect credit cards and passports from digital theft. It’s Global Recovery Tag (powered by HomingPIN) means should the SLNG be misplaced or lost it is simple to recover. An OKTANE power bank area offers easy wireless charging for compatible devices. Plus there is an outlet for headphones or OKTANE cables in the back of the SLNG.

An urban pouch or cross body bag for the twenty-first century, the SLNG ticks all the boxes; a genuinely multi-functional small carry bag, with plenty of storage, a practical and secure design, durable, well-made, tech-smart, comfortable and stylish.

To find out more about Gruv Gear and its products please go to https://gruvgear.com/
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About Gruv Gear
Gruv Gear is a premium travel lifestyle brand originally rooted in the creative community. Distributed in over 55 countries, it aims to revolutionize the jetsetter’s lifestyle with its innovative backpacks, cases and accessories. Over 250 world-class musicians, producers, photographers and million-mile travelers endorse and trust Gruv Gear with their everyday carry and tech essentials. Learn more about Gruv Gear by visiting: http://www.gruvgear.com